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when nami was young, she lived in kurei village with her mother and a
newborn luffy. at the age of three, her mother died from an illness she caught
from a pot of soup that she was preparing, and she became furious. she then
stole money from her adoptive mother, and went on a long journey to find her
adopted father, who had left town. nami eventually found her father, but he
had never seen her mother and had been looking for her for 10 years. nami
then stole the money and ran off, while her father spent the next 10 years
looking for her, only to find her dead years later. nami refused to let luffy's
mother die, wanting to go after her adoptive father. when she finally found
him, she tried to force him to admit that he did not love her, which left him
crying. nami then told luffy's mother that she was going to save her, despite
her mother's protests. she then left with luffy and her father, who promised to
make up for his 10 years of neglect by taking care of the young boy. in the
fourth oda eiichiro, nami was still nervous about joining the straw hats,
although she was willing to follow luffy for a while. during the first part of the
one piece story, nami and the other straw hats had been living in the grand
line since they left arlong's fleet. nami was a member of the straw hats and
took part in several of their adventures. the others made fun of her for her
poor command of the language and made various other comments. however,
when the straw hats went to the new world, nami took it well and adjusted to
the different environment and climate. she quickly became a well-respected
member of the crew, proving that she was as strong as the other straw hats
and willing to stand up for them at times when needed.
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nami possesses a very strong sense of justice that often gets her into trouble
due to her moral and idealistic views. in the marineford war, nami was willing
to end up becoming a sacrifice for the crew rather than being captured by the
marines, when she refused to hand over the remaining crew members of the

thousand sunny to take them to the authorities. after the straw hats set out to
save her from the marines, she acknowledged that she was wrong, and was
willing to pay for her behavior by willingly serving as their cook for the entire
journey. at the end of the war, nami was surprised to learn that she actually
didn't have to go to prison, and instead was re-elected as a council member.
even so, nami did not want to forget what she had done and tried to convince
herself that she had been wrong. at no point in the time prior to this, has she
ever apologized to the rest of the crew. her guilt over the entire ordeal does

not seem to have faded away as she is still shown to be very worried about the
crew and the law. in the bounty rush arc, nami still did not seem to have
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forgiven herself for her actions, and still made an excuse for not apologizing to
the crew, even when shanks told her to apologize to them. despite this, nami
does seem to have come to terms with herself by the end of the arc, as it was

shown that she had forgiven herself for her actions in the marineford war.
nami is also willing to compromise her ideals in order to do the right thing,

such as when she decided to go with the majority and join the marines. nami
also refuses to compromise her ideals in the case of the straw hats' goal to

escape from the marines. 5ec8ef588b
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